
Clean Energy and Network Efficiency Improvement Project (RRP SRI 43576) 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPONENTS 
 
1. The Clean Energy and Network Efficiency Improvement Project will include the 
following components:  
 

(i) transmission infrastructure strengthening to facilitate economic development, 
ensure reliable electricity supply and enable future wind power generation 
development in the Mannar district of the Northern province of Sri Lanka; 

(ii) network efficiency improvement to reduce technical losses in the transmission 
and distribution systems and improve quality of electricity supply to 
consumers through 33 kV network in the Central, Eastern, North Central, 
Northern, and Western provinces; and  

(iii) piloting solar rooftop power generation in the Central, Northern, Southern and 
Western provinces to address barriers to and develop a competitive private 
sector market for solar power development in the country.   

 
2. These components and their benefits are described below in detail. 
 

A. Transmission Infrastructure Strengthening in the Northern Province 
 
3. This component will contribute to a reliable, adequate and affordable power supply 
for sustainable economic growth and poverty reduction in the Northern province. The 
strengthened transmission system will alleviate existing sub-standard voltage conditions in 
Mannar district of the Northern province and will facilitate evacuation of wind power capacity 
up to 210 megawatt (MW), which could come up in the region in the future. 
 
4. The project component is located in the Northern province and includes the following: 

 
(i) Augmentation of Vavuniya grid substation with 2x132 kilovolt (kV) double 

busbar transmission line bays; 
(ii) Construction of Mannar grid substation with 1x31.5 megavolt-ampere (MVA), 

132/33 kV transformer, 132 kV single busbar arrangement including bus 
section, 33 kV single busbar arrangement including bus section, 4x132 kV 
single busbar transmission line bays, 1x132 kV single busbar transformer 
bay, 4x33 kV feeder bays, 1x33 kV transformer bay; 

(iii) Construction of New Anuradhapura-to-Vavuniya 55 kilo-meter (km), double 
circuit, Zebra, 132 kV transmission line designed for future upgrading to 220 
kV line; and 

(iv) Construction of Vavuniya-to-Mannar 70km, double circuit, Zebra, 132 kV 
transmission line designed for future upgrading to 220 kV line. 

 
5. Sustainable Energy Authority has identified 260 MW of wind potential in the Mannar 
region and studies are underway to determine the exact potential, which can be harnessed 
based on the environmental assessment and ground level data collection. The proposed 
Vavuniya-to-Mannar and New Anuradhapura-to-Vavuniya 132 kV, double-circuit 
transmission lines will be capable of evacuating up to 210 MW of wind power from the 
region. In addition, the existing 6 MW of peak demand in the Mannar region is fed by 
Vavuniya-to-Mannar Lynx double-circuit 33 kV lines with reinforced concrete poles for a 
distance of 100 km. The projected demand of the area is likely to witness exponential growth 
due to return of displaced population and additional commercial and industrial activities over 
the next five years. Considering importance of meeting the future demand, the 132 kV/33 kV 
substation is required to improve the voltage profile in the area. The Vavuniya-to-Mannar 
and New Anuradhapura-to-Vavuniya transmission lines will be designed and constructed for 
the future upgrading to 220 kV, when necessary, but charged at 132 kV. This is a strategic 
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link, which can be used for meeting future load requirements in the Northern province. The 
extra cost for the 220 kV design and construction would be met by Ceylon Electricity Board 
(CEB). 
 

B. Transmission and Distribution Network Efficiency Improvement 
 

1. New Polpitiya Power Transmission Development 
 
6. The subproject is located in the Central province and comprises of the following: 
 

(i) Construction of New Polpitiya grid substation with 2x250 MVA 220/132 kV 
transformers, 220 kV double busbar arrangement including bus coupler, 
132 kV single busbar arrangement including bus section, 2x220 kV double 
busbar transformer bays, 4x220 kV double busbar transmission line bays, 
2x132 kV single busbar transformer bays and 2x132 kV single busbar 
transmission line bays, provision for 2x220 kV double busbar transmission 
line bays to connect New-Polpitiya-to-New Galle 220 kV transmission line; 

(ii) Augmentation of Pannipitiya grid substation with 2x220 kV double busbar 
transmission line bays; 

(iii) Construction of Polpitiya-to-New Polpitiya 10 km, double circuit, 2xZebra, 
132 kV transmission line; and 

(iv) Construction of New Polpitiya-to-Pannipitiya, 2xZebra, 220 kV, 58.5 km, 
double circuit transmission line through Padukka. 

 
7. Hydropower plants, grouped into two cascades or “complexes” and located in the 
central hills, are Laxapana Hydropower Complex and Mahaweli Hydropower Complex with 
capacity of around 1000 MW. The major load centre is the Western province, centered on 
the city of Colombo. The existing four circuits of the two 132 kV transmission lines from 
Polpitiya hydropower station to Kolonnawa grid substation in the eastern border of Colombo 
transmit bulk power generated from Laxapana Hydropower Complex to the major load 
centers in and around Colombo. However, due to the limitations in the current carrying 
capacity of these lines, severe overloading is experienced in the day time when the 
Laxapana hydropower plants are in operation. Furthermore, these lines are more than 40 
years old. Therefore, there is an urgent requirement to update and/or replace all the four 
circuits to facilitate enhanced power evacuation between Polpitiya and Kolonnawa to ensure 
that full output of the hydropower plants is delivered to the load centre without constraints 
and excessive losses. Similarly, Kotmale is the key hydropower plant in Mahaweli 
Hydropower Complex and Kotmale grid substation receives the output of many power plants 
in the complex. Kotmale-to-Biyagama 220 kV transmission line is one of the most important 
lines to carry bulk power generated from hydropower stations in the Mahaveli Hydropower 
Complex in the Central province to the major load centers in Colombo. Kotmale-to-Biyagama 
220 kV line passes through lightning prone areas and tripping of this transmission line due to 
lightning has caused total system blackouts in the past.  
 
8. The proposed New Polpitiya-to-Pannipitiya 220 kV transmission line would improve 
the system reliability as it provides (i) a higher capacity interconnection between the 
Laxapana Hydropower Complex and the load centre, effectively replacing the older lines, 
and (ii) an alternative route to Kotmale-to-Biyagama 220 kV transmission line to deliver 
hydropower to the load centers in the Western province. The proposed transmission 
development reduces the transmission technical losses. Apart from the above, development 
of New Polpitiya grid substation will facilitate extension of the 220 kV transmission system to 
the Southern province in the future, which resolves most of the under voltage problems and 
line overloading problems in the Southern transmission network. 
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2. Padukka Power Transmission Development 

 
9. The subproject is located in the eastern sector of the Western province and 
comprises of the following: 
 

(i) Construction of Padukka grid substation with 2x250 MVA, 220/132/33 kV 
transformers, 220 kV double busbar arrangement including bus coupler, 
2x220 kV double busbar transformer bays, 4x220 kV double busbar 
transmission line bays, 132 kV double busbar arrangement including bus 
coupler, 2x132 kV double busbar transformer bays and 2x132 kV double 
busbar transmission line bays; 

(ii) Construction of Athurugiriya-to-Padukka 10 km, double circuit, 2xZebra, 
132 kV transmission line; and 

(iii) Construction of Athurugiriya-to-Kolonnawa 15 km, double circuit, 2xZebra, 
132 kV transmission line. 

 
10. It is envisaged that 33 kV arrangements and equipment will be added to Padukka 
grid substation at a later stage. 
 
11. Kolonnawa switching station is a 132 kV station, which serves major loads in 
Colombo area. Requirement of a new switching station at Padukka has been identified 
together with New Polpitiya-to-Pannipitiya 220 kV transmission line in the Long Term 
Transmission Development Plan 2011-20201 to feed Kolonnawa switching station. CEB has 
proposed to construct the Padukka switching station under the new 220 kV line from New 
Polpitiya-to-Pannipitiya. Subsequently, considering the load growth in the towns to east of 
Colombo suburbs, it has been decided to serve 33 kV outgoing feeders from Padukka too. 
Thus, in this documentation, Padukka would be classified as a grid substation. A 132 kV 
double circuit twin Zebra line is proposed from the proposed Padukka grid substation to the 
existing Kolonnawa switching station via the existing Athurugiriya grid substation to transmit 
power generated at Laxapana Hydropower Complex to Kolonnawa switching station. Apart 
from transmission system strengthening, the proposed Padukka grid substation will also 
improve the voltage profile of the 33 kV distribution systems and reduce distribution losses, 
and therefore improves the quality of supply in and around Padukka, Panagoda, Talagala, 
Labugama, Handapangoda and Pahathgama areas. 
 

3. Kegalle Power Transmission Development 
 
12. The subproject is located in the Central province and comprises of the following: 
 

(i) Construction of Kegalle grid substation with 2x31.5 MVA, 132/33 kV 
transformers, 132 kV single busbar arrangement including bus section, 33 kV 
single busbar arrangement including bus section, 2x132 kV single busbar 
transmission line bays, 2x132 kV single busbar transformer bays, 8x33 kV 
feeder bays, 2x33 kV transformer bays; 

(ii) Augmentation of Thulhiriya grid substation with 2x132 kV single busbar 
transmissionline bays; 

(iii) Installation of 15 megavolt-ampere reactive (MVAr) capacitor banks 
(3x5 MVAr) including 33 kV breaker switch capacitor (BSC) bays at Kegalle 
33 kV busbar to control load power factor; and 

(iv) Construction of Thulhiriya-to-Kegalle 22.5 km, double circuit, Zebra, 132 kV 
transmission line. 

                                                 
1  Ceylon Electricity Board. 2011. Long-Term Transmission Development Plan, 2011–2020. Colombo. 
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13. It is proposed to construct a new grid substation at Kegalle to meet load growth 
demand in areas around Kegalle, Mawanella, Polgahawela and Rambukkana areas and 
thereby to relieve loading of Thulhiriya and Kiribathkumbura grid substations. The proposed 
grid substation will also improve the voltage profile of the 33 kV distribution systems and 
reduce distribution losses, thus, improving the quality of supply in and around these areas. 
The new grid substation will be connected to the national power system by constructing a 
14 km double-circuit, Zebra, 132 kV transmission line from Thulhiriya grid substation. 
 

4. Reactive Power Management 
 
14. The subprojects are located in Western province and comprise of the following: 
 

(i) 50 MVAr at Biyagama 33 kV busbar (10x5 MVAr including BSC bays); 
(ii) 50 MVAr at Sapugaskanda 33 kV busbar (10x5 MVAr including BSC bays); 
(iii) 30 MVAr at Kolonawa-new 33 kV busbar (6x5 MVAr including BSC bays); 

and 
(iv) 30 MVAr at Kolonawa-old 33 kV busbar (6x5 MVAr including BSC bays). 

 
15. According to present distribution feeding arrangements most of the major loads in 
and around Colombo and Gampaha are fed from grid substations in Biyagama, 
Sapugaskanda, Veyangoda, and Kolannawa. Proposed installation of capacitors will improve 
the voltage profile of the 33 kV distribution systems and thereby improves the quality of 
supply in the areas. These subprojects will contribute to the reduction of system losses since 
reactive power requirement is supplied at the load centre. 
 

5. Medium Voltage Network Energy Efficiency Improvement 
 

a. Vavyunia – Kebithigollewa 33kV Distribution Line and Gantry 
 
16. The subproject is located in Northern province and comprises of:  
 

(i) Construction of a 23 km 33 kV double circuit Lynx tower line from 
Vavunia grid substation to Kebithigollewa; and 

(ii) 33 kV two section single busbar gantry at Kebithigollewa. 

 
17. The project aims to improve medium voltage (MV) network efficiency and provide 
system capacity to cater for load growth in the Northern province, which is forecast to grow 
at an average of 7% over the ten-year planning period. Construction of these express lines 
provide virtual power injection points to improve reliability and line end voltages, reduce MV 
losses and increase line capacities, while also improving the system operation flexibility. The 
estimated energy savings per month is 45 megawatt-hours (MWh). Around 18,000 
consumers would benefit from this project. 
 

b. Anuradhapura-Kahatagasdigiliya 33 kV Distribution Line 
and Gantry 

 
18. The subproject is located in North Central province and comprises of: 
 

(i) Construction of a 31 km 33 kV double circuit Lynx tower line from New 
Anuradhapura grid substation to Kahatagasdigiliya; and 

(ii) 33 kV two section single busbar gantry at Kahatagasdigiliya. 
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19. The subproject aims to improve MV network efficiency and provide system capacity 
to cater for load growth in the North Central province that is forecast at an average 7% over 
the ten-year planning period. Electrification ratio (2010) in the province is 82% and energy 
losses in the MV system are 1.7%. The construction of these express lines will provide 
virtual power injection points to improve reliability and line end voltages, reduce MV losses 
and increase line capacities, while also improving the system operation flexibility. The 
energy saved per month is estimated about 23 MWh and around 12,500 consumers would 
benefit from this project. 
 

c. Kiribathkumbura-Galaha 33 kV Distribution Line and Gantry 
 
20. The subproject is located in Central province and comprises of: 
 

(i) Construction of a 15 km 33 kV double circuit Lynx tower line from 
Kiribathkumbura grid substation to Galaha; and 

(ii) 33 kV three section double busbar gantry at Galaha. 

 
21. The load growth in the Central province is forecast at an average 6% over the ten-
year planning period. Electrification ratio (2010) in the province is 91% and energy losses in 
the MV system are 2.4%. Construction of the express line will provide virtual power injection 
points to improve reliability and line end voltages, reduce MV losses and increase line 
capacities, while also improving the system operation flexibility. The proposed line will also 
help in evacuating power generated from Mul Oya mini hydro power station (5 MW) that is 
currently under construction. The commissioning of this station will also help in further 
improving the voltage of this gantry.  The energy saved per month is estimated at 648 MWh. 
About 14,000 consumers will benefit from implementation of this subproject. 
 

d. Akkaraipaththu-Galmadu Junction-Pothuvil 33 kV 
Distribution Line 

 
22. The subproject is located in Eastern province and comprises of: 
 

(i) Construction of 60 km 33 kV double circuit Lynx tower line from 
Galmadu Junction to Pothuvil via Akkaraipatthu; and 

(ii) 33 kV two section SBB gantries at Akkaraipatthu and Pothuvil. 

 
23. The load growth in the Eastern province is forecast at an average 9.5% over the ten-
year planning period. Electrification ratio (2010) in the province is 71% and energy losses in 
the MV system are 4.2%. Construction of the express lines will provide virtual power 
injection points to improve reliability and line end voltages, reduce MV losses and increase 
line capacities, while also improving the system operation flexibility. For the Galmadu 
junction-to-Pothuvil line section, energy saved per month is estimated at 510 MWh and 
35,130 consumers will benefit from this subproject. For the Akkaraipaththu-to-Pothuvil line 
section, the energy saved per month is estimated 522 MWh and 46,617 consumers will 
benefit from the subproject. 
 

C. Solar Rooftop Power Generation Pilot2 
 
24. The pilot involves development of 1 MW solar rooftop power generation on a public 
private partnership (PPP) basis. Up to 200 kW of capacity would be developed on public 
buildings belonging to four universities on a PPP basis and remaining capacity would be 

                                                 
2   More details are available in Appendix 1 of the Project Administration Manual of the Clean Energy and Access 

Improvement Project. 
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developed on private buildings. A credit line of $1.5 million for private developers and a 
$1.5 million investment grant from the Clean Energy Fund3 under the Clean Energy 
Financing Partnership Facility will be provided through the government. The universities 
identified for the purpose of developing solar rooftop pilot subprojects include four key 
universities, namely University of Moratuwa (Colombo, Western Province), University of 
Peradeniya (Kandy, Central Province), University of Jaffna (Jaffna, Northern Province) and 
University of Ruhuna (Galle, Southern Province). For the private developers, about three 
sites would be selected in and around of each of cities of Colombo, Kandy and Jaffna. 
 
25. The pilot would serve as a benchmark for future replication and will address the 
following barriers for developing solar power generation in Sri Lanka: 

 
(i) excessive capital costs through use of a competitive bidding framework; 
(ii) general lack of awareness of the capabilities of solar photovoltaic systems 

through a demonstration effect and use of net metering systems; 
(iii) need to dedicate large amounts of scarce land for solar power generation in 

Sri Lanka; and 
(iv) lack of opportunities for universities and research institutes to undertake 

research in emerging areas of renewable technologies. 
 
26. Apart from the benefit of clean energy source and reduction of Green House Gas 
emissions as a result of the implementation of the solar rooftop power generation 
subprojects, there are certain additional benefits of developing rooftop based solar power 
generation in context of Sri Lanka: 
 

(i) avoided use of land, which is required for ground mounted solar 
projects;  

(ii) avoided cost of transmission and distribution losses since the injection 
is near the load centre;  

(iii) avoided cost of transmission infrastructure which may be required for 
a solar park; and 

(iv) unlocking value of rooftop space for commercial exploitation in future 

 
27. Details of base cost estimates for all subprojects are in Table 1. 
 

                                                 
3 Administered by the Asian Development Bank (ADB). Contributors: the governments of Australia, Norway, 

Spain, and Sweden. 
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Table 1: Summary Base Cost Estimates by Subprojects 

 

  Project Component 
Base Cost 

(USD 
Million)a 

A Transmission infrastructure strengthening in the Northern province 
A1 Mannar Power Transmission Developmentb 
 Augmentation of Vavuniya grid substation 0.53
 Construction of Mannar grid substation 5.94
 Construction of New Anuradhapura-to-Vavuniya transmission line 9.09
 Construction of Vavuniya-to-Mannar transmission line 14.60
 Subtotal (A) 30.16
B Transmission and distribution network efficiency improvement 
B1 New Polpitiya Power Transmission Development 
 Construction of New Polpitiya grid substation 12.89
 Augmentation of Pannipitiya grid substation 1.05
 Construction of New Polpitiya-to-Pannipitiya transmission line through Padukka 24.28
 Construction of Polpitiya-to-New Polpitiya transmission line 2.91
 Total Base Cost 41.13
B2 Padukka Power Transmission Development 
 Construction of Padukka grid substation 13.77
 Construction of Athurugiriya-to-Padukka transmission line 2.91
 Construction of Athurugiriya-to-Kolonnawa transmission line 4.37
 Total Base Cost 21.05
B3 Kegalle Power Transmission Development 
 Construction of Kegalle grid substation 7.17
 Installation of 15 MVAr capacitor banks 0.56
 Augmentation of Thulhiriya grid substation 0.50
 Construction of Thulhiriya-to-Kegalle transmission line 4.49
 Total Base Cost 12.72
B4 Reactive power management 
 50 MVAr at Biyagama 33 kV busbar 1.86
 50 MVAr at Sapugaskanda 33 kV busbar 1.86
 30 MVAr at Kolonnawa-new 33 kV busbar 1.11
 30 MVAr at Kolonnawa-old 33 kV busbar 1.11
 Total Base Cost 5.94
 Subtotal (B1-B4) 111.00

B5 Medium Voltage Network Energy Efficiency Improvement 
B5.1 Vavyunia-Kebithigollewa Distribution Line 
 Vavyunia grid substation - Kebithigollewa gantry distribution line 2.44
 Kebithigollewa Gantry 0.22
 Total Base Cost 2.66
B5.2 Anuradhapura-Kahatagasdigiliya Distribution Line 
 Anuradhapura grid substation - Kahatagasdigiliya gantry distribution line 3.29
 Kebithigollewa gantry 0.22
 Total Base Cost 3.51
B5.3 Kiribathkumbura-Galaha Distribution Line 
 Kiribathkumbura grid substation - Galaha gantry distribution line 1.59
 Galaha gantry 0.35
 Total Base Cost 1.94
B5.4 Galmadu Junction-Akkaraipatthu – Pothuvil Distribution Line 
 Galmadu Junction - Akkaraipatthu distribution line 1.91
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  Project Component 
Base Cost 

(USD 
Million)a 

 Akkaraipatthu gantry 0.22
 Akkaraipatthu - Pothuvil distribution line 4.46
 Pothuvil gantry 0.22
 Total Base Cost 6.81
 Subtotal (B5) 14.92
 Total Transmission and Distribution Projects (A+B) 125.92
C Solar Rooftop Generation Pilot Project 
 Solar Rooftop 2.79
 Subtotal (C) 2.79
 Total (A+B+C) 128.71

 
a   Excludes costs of environmental and social mitigation, taxes and duties, contingencies, interest during 

construction, and administration costs. 
b   Excludes $10.83 million to be financed by Ceylon Electricity Board to cover a portion of the base cost for designing 

132 kV transmission lines to be ready for future upgrading to 220 kV. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 
 




